Agile teams education to meet new challenges

The nature of contemporary and future changes in the global environment resulting from the uncoordinated and frequently conflicting actions initiated by diverse decision centers (institutions, powerful individuals, social groups' leaders) creates the situation, where certainty and clarity on how to act and achieve goals becomes extremely rare. Traditional education based on verified patterns of rational behavior in the past at present becomes obsolete and irrelevant. Due to different contextual departure points and ambitions there is no one shared rationality but numerous patterns of possible solutions aimed at different priorities. Urgency of actions needed and complexity of contexts favor the agile approach in education based on interdisciplinary research, teamwork and creative thinking thus allowing for the temporary best results and timely adaptation to changing circumstances.

Agility becomes one of the most needed universal skills and competences of individuals, teams and organizations. It requires specific learning methods and specific environment to bring the expected results. Its strongest value is universalism and ability to understand and act in any discipline of science, area of practice and environment. It is based on a new inclusive culture of collaboration. Requires freedom for creativity in developing solutions, support and stability in implementation.